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Documoto Makes Charitable Donation to Canine
Partners of the Rockies
DENVER, September 29, 2020 (Newswire.com) - Documoto,
a Denver-based software company specializing in digital
publishing and interactive content management for equipment
manufacturers and asset-intensive professionals, is pleased to
announce a donation of $1,000 to Canine Partners of the
Rockies. Canine Partners of the Rockies, a not-for-profit organization, specializes in training dogs for
people with limited mobility disabilities.
As a dog-friendly workplace, Documoto is committed to helping local businesses that offer a wide
range of public services designed to help the Colorado community, and Canine Partners of the Rockies
(CaPR) exceeds that expectation.
CaPR works in tandem with professionals who train dogs to help people with limited mobility
disabilities such as retrieving objects, pulling wheelchairs, opening and closing doors, turning light
switches off and on, barking to indicate that help is needed, as well as searching and identifying
another person to the handler in need. CaPR is supported by individual donations, grants, foundations,
and fundraising activities.
“As citizens of the Colorado community, the Documoto team is proud to support foundations that
need assistance with their initiatives," said Steve Blanco, Chief Executive Officer at Documoto. “Canine
Partners of the Rockies creates opportunities for those in need by providing independence so that they
may live life more fully. Given the COVID crises, we hope that our donation is effective and provides
some much-needed support to the volunteers and staff.”
To donate, please visit https://www.caninepartnersoftherockies.org/donate/.
ABOUT DOCUMOTO
Documoto is a Denver-based software company with a vision to help equipment manufacturers, their
network, and their equipment owners "Keep the World's Machines Working." It's a big vision for a vast
market. Our flagship product is an industry-leading SaaS solution that helps Documoto customers
drive real innovation in their aftermarket. With Documoto, customers can author parts catalogs and
related technical content; securely distribute that content over the web to any device in various
languages; and find and order the right parts and products the first time, every time. Documoto
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customers are found throughout the globe and range from small manufacturers to some of the
world’s largest machinery companies and transit organizations.
For more information, visit the company’s website at http://www.documoto.com or follow us on
Twitter at @Documoto or LinkedIn.
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About Documoto, Inc
Documoto is an interactive publishing solution that simplifies the selling, managing, and supporting of
machine and equipment parts. Documoto is a software company with a vision to help equipment
manufacturers "keep the world's machines working."
https://documoto.com/
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800 Englewood Pkwy, Ste C201 (Ste C201)
Englewood, CO 80110
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